
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE - READING QUESTIONS

In case it helps to have a jumping off point, here are some ideas. These questions are not 
divided by Colloquy session, but cover the whole novel. We will focus the questions for each 
session and send them to you before beginning each discussion. 

 1. Do you think Elizabeth and Darcy will be happy together, achieve felicity? Why or 
why not?  

 2. How does this society put obstacles in the way of a person’s developing 
emotionally, intellectually, spiritually, socially, economically? How does it help or 
guide people in these ares?  

3. There aren’t obvious symbols in this novel, but places and houses reveal the nature 
of their owners, convey information about the residents’ situations, and affect the way 
others see the residents. Here are the principal locations:  
Longbourn (Bennets), Rosings (Lady Catherine and daughter), Pemberley (Darcy), 
Netherfield Park (Bingley), Cheapside (Gardiners’ area in London), Meryton (town 
near Bennets where Mrs. B’s sister lives and where soldiers are quartered)  

4. We see seven parents and one guardian in action (as well as the deceased elder 
Darcy). Who is the best, and who is the worst? What can we learn about parenting from 
these examples? Bonus question: how do you think Charlotte and Mr. Collins will do 
with their imminent “young olive-branch”?  

5. The original title for this novel was “First Impressions.” Why might Austen have 
preferred the title “Pride and Prejudice”?  

 6. Pick one moment – a speech, a brief bit of dialogue, a passage of your choosing –
that makes us laugh, and think about how Austen achieves the humor. Irony? 
Caricature? Satire? Word choice? Sentence structure? Timing?  
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 7. After arrangements are made for Lydia and Wickham to be married, Elizabeth, 
thinking of all that her uncle and aunt have done for Lydia says, “If such goodness does 
not make her miserable now, she will never deserve to be happy.”  
Later, Elizabeth reflects on the marriage: “But how little of permanent happiness could 
belong to a couple who were only brought together because their passions were 
stronger than their virtue, she could easily conjecture.”  
Is virtue necessary for happiness? What is virtue for Austen, and what is its proper 
relation to passion?  

8. Elizabeth's retort to Lady Catherine, "He is a gentleman; I am a gentleman's 
daughter; so far we are equal" seems to refer only to class equality. Is Lizzy Darcy's 
"equal"? In what ways? Make a case for equality, superiority, or inferiority.  

9. Who learns the more important lesson, Elizabeth or Darcy?  

10. Is Pride and Prejudice no more than a delightful satiric social comedy of manners 
in which the good are rewarded with suitable matches and the bad appropriately 
punished, or does the novel have a darker side as well? Satire suggests criticism. How 
does Austen perceive the limitations or faults of her society?  

11. Consider all the marital couples in the novel: Mr. and Mrs. Bennet, Charlotte and 
Mr. Collins, Lydia and Wickham, Jane and Bingley, and Lizzy and Darcy.  

How do different characters view marriage and marital partners? Why do they marry? 
And what comment is Austen making on the costs and benefits of marriage ?  
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For those who enjoy very close reading:  

12. Compare the first chapter of the first volume to Chapter XIX, Volume 3. What is 
Austen up to esp. in terms of narrative voice, tone, and theme?  

13. How does Austen structure/write the novel so that one doesn't notice how 
reasonable Darcy is the first time one reads his letter?  

14. Consider the use of the following verbs in the novel: “presume,” “assume,” 
“suspect,” guess,” ”trust,” “suppose,” “deduce,” “conclude,” “surmise,” “infer,” 
“perceive,” “observe,” “mistake,” as well as the following phrases: “I know”; “Believe 
me“; What to make of it?”; “seemed to imply.” How can one know the truth about 
anyone else—even about oneself? 

Or, put another way, what is Austen saying about what we can know and how well we 
can know it? Is there any authority that can provide “the truth”? Parents (Bennets)? 
Having a superior social rank (Lady Catherine)? Clergy (Mr. Collins?) Close siblings 
(Jane?) Good friends (the Gardiners?) Servants (housekeeper at Pemberley)? Personal 
observation (Elizabeth, etc)? Other? 
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